
COMMON USES OF COMPUTERS IN OUR SOCIETY

Computers are used to control large and small machines which in the past were controlled by humans. They are also in
homes, where they are.

In the s , they invented digital computers, and soon made them easier to program. From the administrative
point of view, specialized school management information system software are used to monitor school activity
and student performance. Write down uses of computer at home Further Suggested Reading:. Analog and
Digital Computers[ change change source ] In the first half of the 20th century , scientist s started using
computers, mostly because scientists had a lot of math to figure out and wanted to spend more of their time
thinking about science questions instead of spending hours adding numbers together. Audiovisual AV
presentations in worship centers, political rallies, theaters, TV segments, stage performance, classroom
presentations etc. Then an engineer worked out how to make machines do a lot of the work. In news broadcast
and analysis of popular games i. They were not modern computers because they could only add, subtract, and
multiply- you could not change what they did to make them do something like play Tetris. This part of
computer history is called the "history of programmable machines" which is a fancy phrase for "The history of
machines that I can order to do different things if I know how to speak their language. There are many job
searching websites. All subjects in school curriculum now benefit from the depth of CAL. To apportion
appropriate dietary plans for players. Moreover, you can pay your utility bills from your account while sitting
at home. In , Joseph Marie Jacquard used punched paper cards to tell his textile loom what kind of pattern to
weave. That took a lot of time and made mistakes. Software is what drives computer hardware and the very
reason for technological innovations that drive the universe today. Because of machines like this, new ways of
talking to these machines were invented, and new types of machines were invented, and eventually the
computer as we know it was born. Areas which have experienced growth in entertainment include: Online and
offline audio entertainment Online and offline audiovisual entertainment Mixing audiovisual files in parties
and discotheques Online and offline gaming on PCs, smartphones and game consoles Photography using
digital cameras, smartphones, Google glasses Offline and online television Audiovisual entertainment using
computers 8. So they put together computers. To study and design equipment for safety and efficiency reasons
e. Home Budget Computer can be used to manage the home budget. He could use punch cards to tell the loom
what to do, and he could change the punch cards, which means he could program the loom to weave the
pattern he wanted. It was expensive, and reports took a long time. Education Computers and peripherals have
become the mainstream tools through which knowledge is delivered to the young and old alike. It even gets
better when learners and instructors in different geographical locations conduct live audiovisual conferencing
to get the feeling of classroom environment. Social networking services to over a billion enthusiasts, families
and friends through platforms like Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. This part of computer history is called
the "history of automated calculation," which is a fancy phrase for "the history of machines that make it easy
for me to do this same math problem over and over without making mistakes. Only this time, instructors and
teachers can manipulate whiteboards using fingers to drag and drop items and scribble on the screen. To
complement use of CAL, teachers can use interactive whiteboards commonly known as smart-boards to
display computer data just like on a projector screen. For example, if they had to launch a rocket ship , they
needed to do a lot of math to make sure the rocket worked right. Most of these websites provide daily Email in
your inbox with the jobs postings of your interest. While the bulk of computers in homes are used to
accomplish word and arithmetic processing, computers in schools are used for that and much more. Official
and informal mail correspondence using email services like Gmail, Outlook and Yahoo. The real process of
creating software is called coding, where programmers use specialized programing languages to make, test,
debug and implement new usable applications. In MS Excel you can prepare a simple worksheet to calculate
your daily expenses and income. Some people wanted to be able to tell their machine to do different things. Of
course complete software programming involves research, planning, designing and implementation stages,
under the umbrella of software engineering. Census Bureau in had hundreds of people doing just that. The U.
And if you have internet connection, then you can play games online, too. The shelving of traditional drums,
telegraph and shortwave radio paved way for Internet, which in turn has made a global village out of our
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world.


